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Abstract

Decentralized control paradigms are becoming more and more attractive in an ever-changing commercial environment, where there is a strong
trend towards smaller production lot sizes. Whereas centralized scheduling might find a global throughput optimum (even at high computational
and implementation cost), decentralized scheduling decisions in a multi-agent system are much more manageable and agents are more robust
to handle any interruptions that might take place on the production floor. Compared to a centralised architecture, the development, testing and
commissioning is definitely more complex, as it requires the availability of the physical units. Yet these aspects are not visited frequently by
research activities.

This paper details a novel implementation approach of a multi-agent based production control, that was developed for a lab-contained production
environment that serves as test-bed for decentralized scheduling algorithms, with both a nominal operational mode and a simulation mode. The
latter one is introduced to ease up the deployment process of the system. The description of the new approach is illustrated with different examples.
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1. Introduction

Modern economic trends show a tendency to smaller lot
sizes produced in industry. Advances in the field of Informa-
tion and Communication Technology (ICT) help us to achieve
this goal by allowing implementation of computationally in-
tensive production organization methods at low cost [2]. Also,
demand for custom-made-products has been increasing as cus-
tomers are looking for products that meet exactly their specific
needs and preferences. These factors put high pressure on man-
ufacturers to produce a small number of made-to-order products
where the production process of one item is somewhat different
from the production process of another item [3,4,5]. In turn,
the dynamics of orchestrating such production environments
become more and more challenging. A typically used produc-
tion control architecture is defined e.g. by ANSI/ISA 95 and
IEC 62264 [25,26] respectively (see also Fig. 2). While these
hierarchical control strategies work well with static mass pro-
duction demands, where the production process is defined well
ahead of time and stays unchanged over a long period of time,
a decentralized control system can be more flexible when han-

dling regular changes in the production process [7,9,8,6]. Such
a decentralized system can be implemented by autonomous, co-
operative agents. Whereas in a hierarchical control paradigm
lower-level entities are expected to simply execute what they’ve
been commanded by a higher-level entity, the entities of a multi-
agent system communicate on par to perform tasks in a coop-
erative way, negotiating with other agents towards mutually ac-
ceptable agreement on the basis of a predefined optimization
criteria [1]. As an example of a highly-flexible environment,
the management of airport resources and facilities is described
in [8].

Scheduling in Multi-Agent Production Systems. A Multi-Agent
System (MAS) is defined as a group of agents organized ac-
cording to specific, and precisely defined principles (e.g. archi-
tecture, messaging style, communication protocols) [16].
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In Fig. 2, the functionality of components of centralized
and decentralized models are listed. A MAS can achieve near-
optimum efficiency, as agents have to base their decision on a
subset of the production data, and hence find local optimums.
However, finding the best possible schedule is also challeng-
ing and time-consuming for a centralized system, both from
a development point of view (requires updates as the produc-
tion changes), and also due to the computational complexity
(belongs to the class of NP problems [10,9]). In the produc-
tion of custom-made items, investing in pursuing the optimum
throughput can be considered of lower priority with respect to
the ability to reconfigure the production environment quickly to
changing needs. Calculating an optimal schedule might be even
more time consuming than manufacturing an item with a sub-
optimal schedule. A scheduler may not find a global optimum
within the available limited computation resources and commu-
nication time, rather it will find a feasible sub-optimal schedule
[11].

When a workflow is planned in a decentralized environment,
only a part of the overall production plan might be taken into
consideration by each agent (Fig. 1), thus the amount of con-
straints and dependencies that are considered is typically much
smaller compared to the overall production process [12]. This
makes scheduling a job for any agent manageable [13] and
agents are more robust to handle any disruptions that might take
place on the production floor [9,17].

Centralized model

Master
Customer
Interface

Agent

Production
Agent

Production
AgentSlave Slave

Logic, decisionsCommunication

Fig. 1. Centralized vs. decentralized control schemes compared. In the central-
ized model decisions are made only within the master, whereas in the decentral-
ized model decisions are taken within local resources dependent of both local
events or measurements and information exchange with other resources.

An agent is characterized, among other things, by autonomy
(can independently carry out complex tasks and make deci-
sions), proactivity (can take the initiative to perform a given
task), and communicativeness (can interact with other agents
to help with accomplishing their own goals as well as goals
of others) [20]. When an agent communicates with another
agent, it can request information or request the accomplish-
ment of a task. Also, an agent can negotiate with another agent
when making a decision, but it cannot command another agent.
While taking optimization decisions, constraints of other agents
(within its limited visibility) are considered for the benefit of the
whole system. A cooperative agent, when it has made a com-
mitment to do some task, puts all its resources to accomplish
this task and withdraws from the completion of the task only
if there are unavoidable circumstances that prevent it from ac-
complishing the task. If this is the case, then this agent com-

municates with other agents notifying about the current situ-
ation. This approach allows the dissemination of information
pertaining to changes in the system in a timely manner [13,1].
An agent consists of a software program with its logic, commu-
nication capability, and decision-making capabilities. In many
cases, the agents can be connected to a physical machine or a
robot.

We refer to a production plan as a set of mutual constraints
that are in place during the production of an item, where an item
is the final product that a customer has ordered. The production
of an item consists of several tasks, some of them might be per-
formed in parallel. A production plan might be represented in
the form of a connected acyclic graph (tree-graph) with the root
node being the last task of production of the item, and children-
nodes on this graph are dependent upon tasks that have to be
completed before a parent-node task can be worked on [18]
(Fig. 3). Scheduling is an assignment of tasks from the pro-
duction plan to different agents in control of physical objects
like machines or robots, with a specific timeslot of starting and
finishing time of actual execution of a given task. Each agent in
this model manages its own resource reservations by assigning
a timeslot to the execution of a certain task.

Description of the approach. This paper proposes an approach
where a multi-agent production system is capable of two dif-
ferent modes: the first is a regular production mode and the
second one is a simulation mode where the messages exchange
(requests, responses, and negotiations between agents) are en-
tirely compliant to the regular production mode, but the actual
production steps with mechanical work such as cutting, drilling,
welding can be omitted. This mode brings several practical ben-
efits, as it allows to perform testing, tuning and debugging of the
MAS before switching to the production mode. This is possible
because the interactions between the agents are exactly identi-
cal in both modes, and so is the programming code. Addition-
ally, the simulation mode provides a way to test communication
between agents and test scheduling capability before the actual
machines are installed in a production line. As soon as cogni-
tive and communicative part of each agent is ready, the MAS
system is tested for inter-communication, coherence, and cohe-
sion. Previous work [19] is extended by implementing a com-
munication scheme of negotiation protocols between agents, in
turn this is accomplished based on the Foundation for Intel-
ligent Physical Agents (FIPA) contract net and request inter-
action protocol [24]. The system architecture includes a light-
weight communication core responsible for transparently and
efficiently route messages to the destination agents. In deploy-
ment phase, the core can be tapped easily for centralised debug-
ging and monitoring. Section 2.1 provides more details on the
simulation mode and the communication aspects.

Another aspect intrinsic to our system is the ability to sched-
ule tasks without a dedicated schedule-supervisor-agent. In-
stead, all agents that are involved in the production process ne-
gotiate with each other regarding the assignment of tasks among
themselves. The same communication pattern of negotiations
is used during unexpected situations in the production process.
This aspects are covered in detail in section 2.2.
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Fig. 3. Production plan with inter-dependencies of tasks.

Finally section 3 describes the results of the experiments that
were conducted with the prototype software. Finally, section 4
and section 5 conclude the paper with a critical review and out-
lines of future work.

2. Decentralized Scheduling for Simulation and Production

2.1. Simulation Mode

In [9] Paulo Leitão describes the difficulty of implementing
MAS in the industry. The author identifies the difficulty of a
transition from a laboratory experiment environment to a real
production shop floor. Our proposed simulation mode can be
used to resolve this issue.

Core and Communications between Agents. In order to im-
prove simplicity of deployment, we introduce a core, that
acts as a transparent communication channel with receipent-
specific forwarding. The communication link is implemented
on top of TCP/IP and ZeroMQ, a high-performance messag-
ing library[23]. Compared to plain TCP sockets the benefits are
increased reliability due to built-in buffering and multipoint ca-
pability. ZeroMQ integrates easily with a lot of programming
languages. The messages are encoded in JSON, with the con-
tent (fields) following FIPA definitions. The core implements
functions of the FIPA Message Transport Service (MTS), and
an Agent Management System (AMS) with the Directory Fa-
cilitator (DF) [24].

The core is responsible for dispatching incoming messages
to the destination agents. In production mode, the core does this
on a ad-hoc basis, whereas in simulation mode the time is di-

vided into discrete intervals, and the core buffers incoming mes-
sages and forwards them to their individual recipients only after
each agent has acknowledged the completion of the individual
time step [19]. This approach ensures coherent timing across
the agents and simulates the parallel processing of events hap-
pening at the physical agents. Any difference in agent commu-
nication and computation speed is neglected. As all messages
are concentrated in one point, monitoring the activity and com-
munication of agents is easily achieved. Such approach allows
e.g. to filter communication belonging to a specific agent and
to assess the correctness of its reasoning and actions for debug-
ging purposes.

With this setup, an agent can receive more than one message
at a time. The agent then processes all the incoming messages
in the order it is listed, then an agent reasons, makes decisions,
prepares answers and sends it to the core to be forwarded to its
recipients. If any given agent does not have outgoing messages,
it notifies the core with a heart-beat message, notifying the core
that it is ready to perform any task, but is vacant at this moment
of time.

As the agents run in separate processes, it is possible to run
several agents on one machine or to distribute them across many
machines depending on the workload or processing power of
the machines.

Time-scaling Capability of the Simulation Mode. Another as-
pect of the simulation mode is that it allows to fast-forward a
production process that usually takes a long time to complete.
Instead of binding the time step number to actual clock, the core
proceeds to the next time step as soon as the last agent has com-
pleted its operations of the current time step, independently if
the actual duration of the time step has expired or not. For ex-
ample, one time slot corresponds to the duration of 10 seconds.
When the core forwards initial messages, it announces that it
is time step number one. For all agents, it means that they can
assume that they have completed all physical operations that
were planned for the first 10 seconds of the production pro-
cess. It is possible to do it in the simulation mode since there
are no physical machines connected to the logical agents. When
the core forwards the second batch of messages, it announces
that it is time step number two and this gives information to
all agents that it is assumed that 20 seconds of the production
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have passed since the beginning of the simulation mode pro-
cess. This process continues until all agents finish their tasks
and some items have been produced. This way it is possible to
simulate long-duration processes in shorter time periods and to
monitor agents’ interactions and cooperation during these pro-
cesses. The disadvantage is that any operation involving inter-
action between agents lasts at least 2 time steps in simulation
mode, whereas in production mode the interaction could be
completed in a glimpse of a second. It is the responsibility of
the user to ensure that the meaningfulness of the results are not
impaired by improper selection of the time step.

Switching to the Production Mode. Once a MAS is tuned and
tested in the simulation mode, it can be switched to the produc-
tion mode. In this mode, the core forwards incoming messages
to its recipients as soon as it receives them. Another difference
from the simulation mode is that all agents refer to their internal
clock as time base instead of the division into time steps.

2.2. Decentralized Scheduling Approach

The initial request for manufacturing comes to the agent that
can perform a root-node task (that is the final agent deliver-
ing the completed product). Then an iterative process starts
where each agent upon receiving a request to perform a cer-
tain task does one of the following actions depending on the
inter-dependency of a task in the hierarchy of the production
plan:

• if a task is a leaf-node task, then an agent checks its inter-
nal reservations, finds the first possible time slot when a
requested task could be scheduled, reserves this time slot,
and then answers to the requesting agent with the time of
planned completion of the task,
• if a task corresponds to a node with child-nodes, a request

is sent to the agents capable of performing the tasks. The
own task is scheduled in available time slots, considering
the completion times from the dependent tasks, ensuring
the precedence constraints from the production plan.

The scheduling process workflow is shown as an example in
Fig. 4. The illustration of every interaction is outside the scope
of this paper. Note that child-node tasks could be scheduled in
any order. In the above example, there is no restriction between
tasks D and E. One could be done first and then the other task, or
it could be worked on simultaneously since tasks have different
type and could be worked on by two different agents.

Communication Protocols. As starting point we consider a sce-
nario, where any type of task might be executed by only a sin-
gle agent. In this case, an agent sends a request for performing
a task to another agent (the request is sent in the format of FIPA
request interaction protocol [24]), another agent schedules this
task on its own time line and returns a message with the planned
completion time of this scheduled task. However, the situation
changes when there is more than one agent capable of perform-
ing a given task, then a negotiation is taking place in the for-
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Fig. 4. Scheduling process workflow: Initial request arrives at agent A (task A
is the root-node task of the production plan). As task A depends on tasks B and
C, agent A sends requests to agents B and C regarding tasks B and C. Task C
is a leaf-node, and could be scheduled at any time when agent C is available.
Agent C confirms to agent A completion time of task C. Task B depends on
tasks D and E, messages are sent to agents D and E. Agent B receives the com-
pletion times of tasks D and E, and schedules task B. Agent A receives confir-
mation of task B. Agent A schedules task A taking into account the completion
times of tasks C and B.

mat of FIPA contract net interaction protocol [24]. The call-for-
proposals message is sent to each agent capable of performing
the task. These agents send a response back with a proposal to
complete this job at a certain time by using a certain amount of
resources [22]. Then, the initiator of the call-for-proposals se-
lects a proposal and confirms that it accepts this proposal and
declines all other proposals. Different fitness functions could be
used to compare the proposed options. It is possible to consider
the cost of the production or the earliest time of task completion
as a decision criterion, sometimes the fitness function encom-
passes a mix of both parameters [21]. Additionally, evaluation
attributes could contain the following parameters: overall rating
of an agent, on-time delivery rating, reliability, maintainability,
customer satisfaction, and others [4]. In our production line, the
fitness function considers the duration of the production, i.e. the
quicker agent is preferred. The result of the scheduling process
are consistent reservations across the agents.

Production Process Initiators. An actual manufacturing tasks
is triggered either by:

• an internal timer, when the task corresponds to a leaf-
node on the production plan
• a message informing the agent about the change of state,

when the task corresponds to a node with child-nodes

This approach makes it possible to handle communication
during delays. If any agent is confident that the current task
will be completed later than a scheduled completion time (for
example, due to the absence of materials), then this agent com-
municates with the agent responsible for the parent-node task.
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Fig. 5. Agent time lines. (a) shows the initial schedule. In (b) minor delay during the completion of task D occurs, that is covered by the longer duration of E. In (c)
the major delay during the completion of task D compromises the schedule of other tasks.

Delays, in general, affect the completion time of the following
items and the final product in particular, or it might not affect
it at all, i.e. when the delay does not occur in the critical place.
Examples of such situations are presented in Fig. 5. We con-
sider the production plan from Fig. 3 and two possible scenar-
ios of delays for task D. In Fig. 5(a), time lines of agents at the
moment of the scheduling process are illustrated. If there is a
minor delay during an actual completion of task D, task B, that
depends on the completion of task D, still starts on time since it
must wait for the completion of task E as well, Fig. 5(b). How-
ever, if there is a long delay with the completion of the task D,
then task B is moved down the time line and consequently, the
production time of task A is affected as well, Fig. 5(c).

3. Numerical Results

While experimenting with the software platform, six differ-
ent scenarios were tested. In the reference scenarios, nine differ-
ent types of agents capable of certain type of job are considered.
A production plan has a tree-structure that is similar to a plan on
Fig. 3, but instead this production plan contains 39 distinctive
tasks.

The first scenario contained one physical agent for each type
of task, i.e. there were nine different agents on the production
line. When a new order arrived for manufacturing a product that
consists of 39 tasks, a schedule compilation for this product
took 78 messages to send/receive between agents (one message
with a request to perform a task and then one message with the
agreement confirmation), this process of scheduling was done
in less than 5 seconds.

In all the following scenarios, there was more than one agent
per task type (in the second scenario there were two agents per
task type, then tree agents per task type and so on up to six
agents per task type). In this case, a negotiation took place for
each task from the production plan and the number of messages
between agents increased substantially. In the Fig. 6, there are
results of these six experiments.

It is important to note that the number of messages ex-
changed between agents has a non-linear dependency from the
number of redundant agents (Fig. 6). At the same time, the du-
ration of scheduling process depending on the number of the
redundant agents is close to linear dependency (Fig. 6). We re-
gard the result to the distribution of the decision making process
among agents and not concentrating it in one entity.
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Fig. 6. The number of messages exchanged in a scheduling process and the du-
ration of scheduling process depending on the number of the redundant agents.

4. Known Limitations

According to [9] many MAS research initiatives are carried
out only emulating the physical devices. There seems to be a
big gap between MAS as they are used in the scientific research
and potential practical implementation by commercial manu-
facturers and production companies. Our research suggests an
approach where the same communication protocols are used
during the simulation and the production modes with the dif-
ference of sub-partitioning communications between agents in
manageable subsets for debugging purposes.

The proposed approach has been developed for implementa-
tion of a academic use case in a lab environment, hence no oper-
ational experiences could have been made. Yet the fundamen-
tal workings of the developed framework and the simulation
mode have been validated successfully. This includes mainly
the scheduling aspects, that represent the most complexity from
an inter-agent interaction perspective. The contract net proto-
col is however known for exponentially growing communica-
tion demand, as the number of agents involved in a negotiation
grows.

There are however also some functions, that are depending
on the physical machines and their real-time behaviour. In or-
der to develop the simulation mode for such a machine, the be-
haviour must be modelled. Often this can not be done in a time-
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efficient manner, and using the physical machine is considered
the better approach.

Due to the current implementation of the production mode
and the simulation mode, every agent in the system must be
put in the same mode. This possibility is missing when a still
missing module should be replaced by a software emulation of
it’s behaviour. The simplicity of the simulation mode becomes
a blocker in this scenario, as the timestamps are not compatible.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have described a novel approach that is used
in the implementation of a multi-agent production system with
a simulation mode. This mode allows to fine tune communi-
cation and cooperation between agents that are installed in the
production system prior to the deployment of physical produc-
tion devices. Our proposed approach makes it possible to par-
tition all agent activities and agent communications into man-
ageable time steps, in this way all actions and logic of an agent
could be tested and fine-tuned before switching to the produc-
tion mode.

Another aspect that was covered in this work is distributed
scheduling process that is dispersed among machine-agents that
are involved in the physical manufacturing process on the shop
floor. The new approach empowers the system to handle delays
during the production process with the same tactic as schedul-
ing since all agents that are involved in the production process
(machine-agents) use the same pattern of communication (re-
quest protocol and contract net protocol) to handle possible de-
lays during the manufacturing process.

In the future, we are planning to test this MAS in the environ-
ment when a new additional agent joins a production system.
This will trigger rescheduling of all production orders that are
not in the production phase yet with the goal to include new-
comer agent and by doing so to decrease the production time
of an item. Also, the implementation of other methods of dis-
tributed control is planned, that will allow benchmarking the
results relative to each other.
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